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F                G           C
give me strength to overcome the fears
F              G             C
give me dough to buy another beer
F               G
give me time to overcome 
    C             Am 
the shadow of the love we shared
F                       G               C
and the nightmares that make me feel so scared
Am
i have a room 
        Dm            
i wanna be there all alone
        G
all my life 
                           C
i ve been waiting for some time just for my own
        G
time to carry out my plans 
   Am
to form my garage band
    F  G
and then...
can you listen to me
C         Em
hallo goodbye
Am                    Em
hallo hallo hallo goodbye
F                            G
can you let me come take you to the sun
C                       Am
can you let me go do my one man show
F
just stay where you are
E                             Am
don t come close don t go too far

been a while since we said hi last time
how s your life and what s your new hairstyle
i ve been walking round the world 
collecting every key i see
but we re just no longer who we used to be

i feel so fine 
now all the problems are behind
but still i, i m afraid i cannot be your valentine



there re still more in front of me
still lots i wanna see
but not with you
not with you
can you listen to me

hallo goodbye
hallo hallo hallo goodbye
are you gonna come destroy all my fun
are you gonna go leave me in the snow
just stay where you are
don t come close don t go too far

baby listen to me

hallo goodbye
hallo hallo hallo goodbye
i will let you go 
i will let you know
love is not a rope 
it s more than a hope
forget what i said
turn away and don t look back

love is not a rope 
it s more than a hope
all the wounds and pain
will go with the rain
when we meet again
only memories will remain

hallo goodbye goodbye
hallo goodbye byebye
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